Hierarchical Topic Evaluation: Statistical vs. Neural Models
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Abstract

Hierarchical topic models (HTMs)—especially those based on Bayesian deep learning—are gaining increasing attention from the ML community. However, in contrast to their flat counterparts, their proper evaluation is rarely addressed. We propose several measures to evaluate HTMs in terms of their (branch-wise and layer-wise) topic hierarchy. We apply these measures to benchmark several HTMs on a wide range of datasets. We compare neural HTMs to traditional statistical HTMs in topic quality and interpretability. Our findings may help better judge advantages and disadvantages in different deep hierarchical topic models and drive future research in this area.

1 Introduction and Related Work

Topic modeling is a statistical technique that helps to discover sets of words (called topics) concisely describing a text’s semantics [2]. Especially popular are unsupervised hierarchical topic models (HTM), which aim to find a hierarchy of topics [1], without requiring to annotate or label documents. Many HTMs have been created as variations of hierarchical latent Dirichlet allocation (HLDA) [1]. Recently, neural topic models have enabled great advances in hierarchical topic modeling [12, 8]. In particular, several Bayesian deep learning methods exist for hierarchical topic modeling, most of which are based on variational methods [6, 7].

(Unsupervised) topic models learn topics from an unlabelled document collection. Interpreting the topics in absence of labels is challenging. Hence, the evaluation of topic models has attracted great interest from the ML community. Most earlier work considers assessing topics with low holdout perplexity [13]. While perplexity can be an excellent statistical measure of topic models for model selection and parameter tuning, it does not evaluate the topics’ semantic quality. Human evaluation of topic models has proved that perplexity-based evaluation can be counter-intuitive: in studies humans have picked models with high perplexity [4].

Previous work has focused on measures such as topic coherence [10, 9] to determine the semantic quality of topics. Coherence measures compute the semantic agreement of frequently co-occurring words. The latest trend in semantic evaluation are topic redundancy measures, which account for the component collapse in topic coherence measures [3]. Topic redundancy has been combined with coherence scores to give topic quality [5].

In contrast to flat topic modeling (where the model learns unstructured topics), HTM learns topic hierarchies. Commonly, HTMs represent the topic hierarchies by directed acyclic graph (DAG) or a tree. This assumes that the topics in the upper layers are more general/abstract than those in the lower layers. Every node represents a topic in a tree, and every edge (branch) represents a hierarchy. Unstructured quantitative evaluation measures (such as those mentioned in the previous paragraph) cannot evaluate the hierarchical relationships of HTMs and are thus inadequate for HTMs. This forces researchers to use qualitative methods and human judgment to assess the hierarchical topics.
In this paper, we propose a quantitative evaluation framework for HTMs. Our work focuses on modifying the topic quality measure to account for hierarchical topics, but it could also be adapted to other base measures. For simplicity, we focus on tree-structured HTMs, which account for most neural HTMs. We divide the evaluation of the topic tree into branch- and level-wise assessments. Each branch here represents a hierarchy, and every level covers all its nodes to account for the topic distribution and component collapse. In our experiments, we use the new evaluation technique to benchmark various HTMs. Our study reveals that previous qualitative evaluations of HTMs have lead to deceived comparisons. (Research articles lack the space to present the whole topic hierarchy.) It also demonstrates how neural topic models can discover reasonable flat topics (and document reconstruction), but traditional statistical approaches outperform them in discovering a meaningful hierarchical structure.

2 Proposed Methodology

We propose a novel approach that allows constructing coherence measures for a hierarchical tree structure. The proposed method builds on the intuition that strong coherence in nodes and branches of a tree can result in more interpretable hierarchical topics. We compute the coherence in branches and levels of the tree and use the resulting coherence to calculate branch topic quality ($BTQ$) and level topic quality ($LTQ$), the aggregation of which gives us hierarchical topic quality ($HTQ$). We use $BTQ$, $LTQ$, and $HTQ$ for the quantitative assessment and benchmarking of the topic models.

We compute coherence in the tree structure by extending the existing unifying framework proposed by Röder et al. [11]. The framework represents a coherence measure as a composition of four sets: segmentation ($S$), confirmation measure ($M$), probability estimation ($P$), and aggregation ($\Sigma$). The authors then group these sets in dimensions that span a configuration space ($C$). It is described as $C = S \times M \times P \times \Sigma$. In summary, the $S$ set represents ways to divide a word set into smaller pieces. The set $M$ describes different kinds of confirmation measures that score the agreement of a word pair, e.g., the normalized pointwise mutual information (NPMI) of two words. The set $P$ comprises different methods to estimate word probabilities in the set $M$. Finally, the set $\Sigma$ consists of methods used to aggregate the scalar values computed by a confirmation measure. We add one more dimension to the configuration space in our approach, representing hierarchical word sets ($H_W$). We define the modified configuration space as $C^{(h)} = H_W \times S \times M \times P \times \Sigma$.

The hierarchical word set ($H_W$) modifies the input of the segmentation set to account for the hierarchical structure. ($H_W$) collectively represents all the word sets formed by topics in branches and levels of a tree. For a particular tree structure, the word set of a specific branch ($W^b_i$) includes words from both the parent node and the child node, representing a hierarchy. Similarly, the word set ($W^l_j$) accounts for all the nodes at a particular level in a tree. We use word sets $W_B$ and $W_L$ for computing $BTQ$ and $LTQ$, respectively.

For computing coherence from the word sets, we use elements from the configuration space of $C_V$ because it correlates well to human topic ratings. The $C_V$ measure combines the indirect cosine measure with the Normalized Pointwise Mutual Information (NPMI) and the boolean sliding window [11]. The elements which we use directly from the $C_V$ measure are for the segmentation ($S_{set}$), the probability estimation ($P_{sw}$), and the confirmation measure ($\phi$). $S_{set}$ describes the input of the segmentation set to account for the word set pairs, $P_{sw}$ considers every single word to the whole word set and forms a set of pairs of word sets. It is defined as: $S_{set} = \{(\{W_x,W_y\}|W_x = W_i; W_y \in W; W_y = W\}$. The Boolean sliding window($P_{sw}$) determines word counts using a sliding window to form new virtual documents, which are used for computing word probabilities. We use a sliding window of size 110. The confirmation measure $\phi$ takes word subsets ($S_i$) with corresponding probabilities to compute a similarity measure using context vectors. We can exemplify one such context vector as: $\vec{u}(W') = \{\Sigma_{w_i \in W'} NPMI(w_i, w_j)\}$ with $j = 1 \ldots |W'|$. These context vectors then combine the indirect cosine measure with NPMI as described in (1a) and (1b).

\[
NPMI = \frac{\log \frac{P(W_x, W_y) + \epsilon}{P(W_x)P(W_y)} - \log P(W_x, W_y) + \epsilon}{||\vec{u}||_2} \tag{1a}
\]

\[
\phi(\vec{u}, \vec{w}) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{W}|u_i \cdot w_i|}{||\vec{u}||_2 ||\vec{w}||_2} \tag{1b}
\]
As for aggregation, we introduce a diversity term following [3, 5]. All confirmation measures \( \phi_N = \{\phi_1, \phi_2, \ldots, \phi_s\} \) of all subset pairs \( S_i \) are aggregated using the arithmetic mean and are multiplied with the topic diversity \( (d) \) to produce the topic quality index. We compute \( BTQ \) and \( LTQ \) for all hierarchies and levels in the tree. It is formulated as: 

\[
BTQ = \frac{\sum_{b=1}^{B} \phi^{WB_i} \cdot d^b}{B} \quad \text{and} \quad LTQ = \frac{\sum_{l=1}^{L} \phi^{WL_i} \cdot d^l}{L}.
\]

The arithmetic mean of \( BTQ \) and \( LTQ \) is our final hierarchical topic quality (HTQ) of a complete topic model.

### 3 Results and Discussion

We ran our experiments on a range of datasets: the 20NG dataset[1](18,846 documents), two subsets of Reuters 21578 dataset[2](R8 with 7674 documents and R52 with 9100 documents), and the (very large) NYT Corpus[3] which serves to replicate real-world usage as it contains news articles from the past century. We benchmark multiple HTMs: nCRP [1] (which is a statistical model), TSNTM [7] (a hybrid of a statistical and a neural model), and SawETM [6] (a neural model). We also use a baseline model consisting of a neural flat topic model combined with agglomerative topic clustering (based on the cosine similarity of TF-IDF vectors). For benchmarking, we restrict all the models to level 3 in terms of tree height. We use the same hyperparameters for the models as provided by the authors. Table 1 shows the results. We observe that the neural models have good document reconstruction and topic quality in layers (LTQ) but lack behind in hierarchical representation.

With the help of our evaluation measures, we can pick branches and levels with low topic quality in a topic model. It enables us to perform an in-depth qualitative study of a specific region in a tree structure[A]. This is helpful as it saves researchers and practitioners from the tedious and inaccurate human evaluation of a relatively large tree structure (recent neural HTMs can have a depth of 15-layers[6]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>nCRP</th>
<th>TSNTM</th>
<th>SawETM</th>
<th>baseline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Datasets</td>
<td>BTQ</td>
<td>LTQ</td>
<td>HTQ</td>
<td>BTQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20NG</td>
<td>0.387</td>
<td>0.456</td>
<td>0.421</td>
<td>0.381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R8</td>
<td>0.331</td>
<td>0.382</td>
<td>0.356</td>
<td>0.366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R52</td>
<td>0.417</td>
<td>0.264</td>
<td>0.341</td>
<td>0.336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NYT NC</td>
<td>0.531</td>
<td>0.472</td>
<td>0.501</td>
<td>0.523</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4 Conclusion

We proposed a novel evaluation measures for hierarchical topic models based on the topic coherence measure \( C_V \). The evaluation measures help in benchmarking various topic models on the hierarchical topic quality and provides an in-depth analysis of the produced tree structure. Experimental results demonstrate that traditional statistical hierarchical models discover better hierarchical representation of documents as compared to newer Bayesian deep learning methods. The proposed evaluation measures can serve as a tool for future research in the field to perform comparative studies on hierarchical topic models.
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The curse of component collapse

Topic models are among the most valuable methods for learning hidden text representations in an extensive collection of documents. Neural topic models rely on Bayesian neural techniques such as variational autoencoders (VAEs). The ML community has long reported that neural topic models suffer from a well-known problem of component collapse, which results in similar topics and hinders the overall representation of documents.

The results of our quantitative analysis are backed by qualitative results. Figures 1 and 2 visualize topics from the last two layers of the neural methods SawETM and TSNTM as obtained in our experiments. Figure 3 shows topics from the traditional nCRP model. All the models are trained on the same version of the R8 dataset with the same pre-processing techniques. These figures reveal the presence of component collapse in the neural SawETM and TSNTM. We can observe the presence of similar topics within these models. Whereas, in the statistical nCRP model, the topics are more diverse and discover a better document representation.
B Qualitative Analysis

The proposed hierarchical evaluation measures computes the topic quality score across all the branches and levels of a tree structure. These scores serve as a tool to analyze the topic hierarchies. Figure 4 demonstrates topic quality scores in a sub-tree formed by TSNTM on 20NG dataset.

Figure 4: A topic sub-tree with labeled BTQs and LTQs